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Abstract
One of the techniques for increasing flexibility and scalability of
cloud data centers is Task Migration. The act of migration is
performed for different goals like balancing and load sharing,
energy management and reducing response time and
improvement of Quality of Service. In this paper, different kinds
of migrations like Pre-Copy, Post-Copy, TPM triple migration,
and related issues are studied. A new approach is being proposed
by the combination of post-copy and Yu. First in proposed
approach, sub activities have been sent according to Yu routing
from source machine to the destination machine and all tasks in
source machine are getting stopped and destination machine will
continue those tasks. Results of simulation done by MATLAB
software shows that proposed approach leads to overload
reduction of server system. Finally, to demonstrate the
performance of the proposed approach in terms of transforming
time and overload will be assessed and compared with methods
of Post-Copy and Yu.
Keywords: Migration, Processor, Task, Virtual Machine,
Virtualization

1. Introduction
Cloud computing can be considered as the ability of
sharing computational resources among a large number of
various users. In fact, this is an infrastructure running
codes in management model and development capacity.
Here management has been defined as allocating reliability
due to predefined quality parameters and the elasticity
resources in accordance with customers’ requirements.

Cloud computing clients do not have real cloud physical
infrastructure and they can use cloud resources and their
infrastructures only with paying subscription fee to the
service providers.
The main body of cloud computing is made up of
virtualization technology [1]. Using this technology,
physical server machines transform into several virtual
machines that each of them meet the needs of multiple
users [2]. Using virtual machines inside data centers is not
enough to answer the customers' requirements and it is not
possible to remain in competition market just with
applying this tool. So this is necessary to have some tools
in order to displace and determine the best place for every
virtual machine.Generally migration from source
processors to destination processors increases efficiency in
system [3]. Migration algorithms can have a great impact
on system performance. Task Migration time from source
sub network to destination sub network and task delay time
are of the most important criteria of efficiency assessment.
In part 2, the concepts of different migration and migration
task are presented. Part 3 is allocated to related works in
service migration area and part 4 describes the proposed
approach. In fact the proposed approach has been before
implemented in mesh networks but in this paper a new
approach is proposed through the combination of postcopy and Yu leading to improve the system overhead.
Moreover, the performance of the proposed approach will
be compared to the other existing methods. Finally in part
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5, results of the proposed approach presents and results of
the simulation will be expressed.

2. Task Migration
To a better understanding of the proposed approach, the
existing literature in task migration area is briefly studied
in this part of the paper. Then the way different kinds of
task migration methods perform will be described.
Migration of virtual machines: Using virtualization
technology today most of data centers increase their system
efficiency via increasing the number of customers. This
technology provides a virtual environment and factually
presents the physical machine with all its modes and data
in form of a logical file. Therefore, virtual machines can be
transmitted from one place to another. This transmission is
called virtual machine migration. One of widely used
environments of this technique is data centers which in
load and requests amount are dynamically changing.
Different types of task migration are classifies like this:
 Live Migration: In this method, source machine receives
users' request without delaying (without blackout
Machine) and transmits them to destination machine so
that services are provided even during migration
process which is one of the advantages of this method.
 Non-live Migration: First virtual machine stops
completely in the source and then all processor modes
and memory pages are transmitted to destination
machine. After receiving all modes and pages from the
last mode of machine stored before transmission,
destination machine starts up.
 Task Migration in Mesh Networks: In mesh networks,
each node is a computer that can include processor,
memory, and communicational channels to be in
communication with its other neighbor nodes. When a
task enters this system, all processors will be allocated
to that. Figure 1 shows task migration from one sub
network to another sub network. In 3D Mesh network
system M(D,W,H) encompasses N=D*W*H nodes
distributed on the network. Each processor in this
system has some numbers. For instance, a node with the
number of M(D,W,H) includes {(0,0,0),….(D-1,W-1,H1)} processors. SM(d,w,h) mesh sub networks consider
M as {(x1,y1,z1) ,….(x2,y2,z2)} which in (x1,y1,z1) is
its coordinates of the bottom left corner and (x2,y2,z2)
represents its coordinates of top right corner. In this
case the equations of h=z2-z1، w=y2-y1، d=x2-x1 are
dominant there. It is assumed in this paper that Worm
Hole Switching method and the next regular routing
method such as XY routing have been used. In this
method, every node is able to receive and send a
message simultaneously [4].

Fig .1 Task migration from one sub network to another

3. Related Work
Task Migration in multiprocessor networks such as cloud
computing are similar to processor migration in distributed
systems. Processor migration has been implemented in
multiple systems. Also various algorithms have been
presented for task migration. These algorithms are totally
made up of migration beginning stages, stop running task
in source processor, task transmission to destination
processor, start running task in destination, task running in
destination processor, and removing remained information
from source processor. Continuing this part, types of
presented migration algorithms will be studied [5].
 Pre Copy: In this algorithm, running processor will not
be stopped during its transmission from source machine.
pre copy algorithm also has three stages as mentioned
bellow [6 and 7].
- First stage: Repetition of sending data relevant to
the virtual machine like memory pages and
various kinds of processor modes by source
machine to destination one.
- Second stage: In this stage, the virtual machine
goes to suspension mode and then other pages
changed during transmission in the first stage and
also processor modes necessary to start up
destination machine will be sent.
- Third stage: Destination machine starts up just
from the last mode stored in the source before
suspension. The point in this algorithm is that the
less changes in pages in the first stage, the less
time in the second stage the service is inaccessible.
 Post copy algorithm: First in this method all processor
modes and the least needed information are sent to
destination machine which results in destination
machines start up. Then sending memory pages from
source to destination will be started. This method
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assures that each page will be sent to destination
machine only for once so that overhead out of one
page's multiple sending found in pre-copy method will
be omitted [8 and 9].
 Three Phase Migration (TPM): TPM algorithm has the
least suspension time for transmission of the whole
system with its all modes. In fact TPM technique is the
same with disc pre-copy technique which is also able to
displace virtual machine's disc [10].
 CR/TR Motion Algorithm: This algorithm is used for
operating synchronization based on processing power in
destination machine. It means that log will be sent
instead of sending pages. Therefore, sent data amount
during two machines' synchronization will be
considerably decreased [11].
 Migration algorithm dependence of ware: this algorithm
is used when a virtual machine has no interaction with
the world outside so that it can transmit a part of data to
destination machine just with one time sending. There is
a part in this algorithm called administrator which the
decision of one or several time displacing processes
should be done is made based on its information.
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4. The Propose Approach
Presented approach is a combination of Yu routing and
post-copy migration. Factually, the results of assessments
in the next parts of this paper show that the proposed
approach has the advantages of both former methods.
Performance of the proposed approach: Using Yu method,
the proposed approach first provides the possibility of
migration of several sub tasks in parallel through different
paths. Consequently there will be maximum parallel and
simultaneous transmission of tasks so transmission time of
sub tasks and their migration from one virtual machine to
another will decrease. Also using method of post-copy
reduces the amount of overhead out of repetition of applied
changes on memory pages which results in removal of
sending data from source machine to destination. In the
proposed approach, each computer is considered as a node
that can include processor, memory, and communicational
channel. With the entrance of any new task, a sub network
of nodes is getting allocated to that at the same time
routers manages.

Have all the tasks been
entered the source
machine?

NO

NO

Have all sub network
tasks been received
from the nodes?
Yes

Routing entered nodes according to Yu routing

Stop running sub tasks in the source machine

Start up running tasks in the destination machine

The entrance of tasks according to the ranking of Yu routing

Destination machine receives the memory and processor
modes relevant to the considered task from source machine

NO

Is there a page belonging to
the task?
Yes

Running task in destination machine

End
Fig .2 The proposed method flowchart
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4-1. The Algorithm of Proposed Approach
Stage1: First sub tasks running in different nodes of source
machine are sent to destination sub network based on Yu
routing algorithm.
Stage2: According to post-copy algorithm, processor
modes will be sent to destination machine. This process
causes destination machine start up.
Stage3: Memory pages will be sent from source machine to
destination.
Stage4: If one memory page was not found, there will be a
delay in destination and that page will be requested from
source machine.
Stage5: This stage is the end of running transmitted sub
task from source machine to destination machine.

4-2.Comparing
Algorithms

Performance

of

Migration
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considered: Transmission time, Network Traffic Overhead
and Services Stop Time.
Results of this experiment done in four real environments
of Bit Torrent, SPECWeb 2005, Kernel Compile and
NetPerf have been demonstrated in figure 3. Vertical axis
shows time measured in second. Actually it shows the
whole migration time in the interval of time from the
beginning of migration operation till the modes and
information in both source and destination machines are
fully synchronized. This time decreases because of
reduction in transmitted data amount (there is no repetition
in post-copy method). In figure 4, vertical axis represents
time measured in millisecond shows the very little amount
of sent data in the proposed approach. The amount of sent
data is low because of no repetition in sending data during
migration so the amount of sent data will be low and also
data overhead reaches zero. But stop time is still high
which can express the weakness of the proposed approach.

To compare the performance of the proposed approach
with the other mentioned Approach, the proposed
Approach performance is studied over sent data amount,
overhead amount, migration time, and quality of efficiency
in this part in table 1.

Approach

Pre Copy

Post Copy

Three Phase
CR/TR Motion
DependenceAware
Proposed
Approach

Table 1: Comparing migration algorithm with the proposed method

Sent Data Amount

H

L

H

M

L

Fig. 3 Tasks migration time from source machine to destination machine

Overhead Amount

L

L

M

M

L

Migration Time

L

L

L

S

L

Efficiency

L

L

L

L

M

In the proposed approach which in combined algorithm has
been also used, sub networks are divided into networks
with the size of p×q×r. In this case, the number of
partitions is to be calculated by equation (1).

Where in table 1, latters H, M, L and S sequentially are stand for
High, Medium, Low and Short.

Comparing the proposed approach to the other approaches
shows that using the proposed approach reduces sent data
amount, overhead amount, and also migration time.
Therefore, considering the results of simulation in
MATLAB environment, system will have higher efficiency
using the proposed approach in accordance to the other
ones in table 1.

4-3. Results of Proposed Approach Simulation

[ ]×[ ] ×[ ]

(1)

Consequently in combined method, collected sub tasks
migrate to the considered destination machine which in this
phase the number of stages follows equation (2).
Max)[ ] × [ ] × [ ])

)2 (

Considering the results of figures 1 and 2, the proposed approach
can largely solves the problem of transmission time and sent data
amount.

Considering weaknesses of past presented methods, to
analyze services migration in the proposed approach and
also to increase efficiency, three factors bellow have been
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Fig. 4 Sent data amount

5. Conclusion
In this paper migration methods of virtual machines were
studied. Also a new approach for task migration in cloud
computing was proposed. Via the combination of postcopy algorithm in cloud computing and Yu algorithm in
multi processor systems, the proposed approach can have
the advantages of both mentioned methods. The proposed
approach makes parallel and simultaneous task
transmission possible through Yu algorithm which leads to
the reduction of task transmission time. Furthermore,
considering the results of simulation in MATLAB software,
this can be observed that using post-copy method makes
data overhead decrease but yet there will be a delay in
providing service. Generally this can be concluded that in
case of not using migration techniques, there will be
unfavorable consequences such as increasing costs,
unfavorable quality of service and consequently losing
customers of cloud computing providers.
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